REAL TIME COMMUNICATION - Everything you want to know about your shipment, in real time* by text and email.

What do you want to know....

- Current location?
- Impact or possible damage alert?
- Temperature range anomaly alert?
- Unauthorized or premature opening alert?
- Deviation from planned route?

SmartShip Live™ is a compact GPS enabled smart device with cellular activated communications and sensors AND a super long battery life.

- Web based real time GPS, for tracking and location history
- Built in accelerometer records impacts up to 24g with definable alert levels
- Temperature sensor with definable alert levels
- Light sensor in covert use, to detect opening / tampering of boxed or contained goods, real time alert with location
- Geocoding settings with alerts for deviation
- SmartShip Live™ is fully reusable with a long operational life

Built in flash memory records events when device has no cellular signal and immediately transmits on resumption of signal with history log.

View all devices by status at any time.

*Real time communication with unlimited data and web access require monthly subscription.

Contact us for a no obligation demonstration.
Call (1) 866-913-2360